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– Error	variance	calculated	relative	to	Nature	Run	truth
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Conclusions	and	Interpretation
The	impact	of	four-orbital	planes	providing	‘global’	coverage
– Analysis	error	reduction	showed	primarily	improvement	with	more	observations	in	for	U,	T,	and	q
• Small	degradations	are	likely	systematic	in	assimilation	methodology	(e.g.	avoid	highest	moisture	channels)
– Full	constellation	showed	signs	of	significant	forecast	skill	improvement	in	both	hemispheres
– Metrics/improvements	scale	down	when	considering	a	single	plane	versus	four
Inclusion	of	error	model	provides	an	indication	of	real	benefit	versus	‘idealized’	
benefit
– Results	consistently	degraded	when	error	model	was	included
– FSOI-indicated	degradation	due	to	shortwave	radiances	partially	due	to	assimilation	shortcomings
Overall,	there	is	an	expected	benefit	to	be	gained	from	MISTiC (or	similar)	
constellation
– This	OSSE	helps	quantify	this	benefit
– Provides	some	bounds	to	both	‘expected’	and	‘ideal’	impact
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